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GOLDKENN® LOUNCHES  

NEW CHOCOLATE DILIGHTS WITH CAPTAIN MORGAN® 

 

At the Tax Free World Exhibition (TFWA) 2018 in Cannes, France, GOLDKENN will reveal the latest 

chocolate liqueur creation with Captain Morgan®.  

Building on the success of our much-loved 100g Captain Morgan® Liquor Bar, we are delighted to 

present Captain Morgan® Chocolate delights, available in a keepable and stylish 130gr tin. 

Perfect for gift giving, the elegant tin feature mouth-watering Swiss dark chocolates filled with Captain 

Morgan® ganache. Connoisseur of the Captain Morgan Rum will easily recognize specific notes of the 

natural vanilla, brown sugar and warm spices taste present in the original bottle. Our unique chocolate 

recipe contains only carefully selected ingredients, including UTZ certified cocoa, and uses cacao butter 

as a substitute for palm oil – meaning that Goldkenn® chocolate is authentic, natural, and respectful of 

the environment. 

GOLDKENN® is a leading luxury Swiss chocolate confectioner, renowned for its traditional chocolate-

making expertise and beautifully packaged creations. GOLDKENN chocolates carry the prestigious 

Swiss Made label, the ultimate mark of Swiss quality. Since 1985, the brand performed in building a 

clear know-how by confectioning fine Swiss chocolate recipes with liquor along with solid establishment 

of partnerships with well-known brands such as the American Jack Daniel’s, the French Rémy Martin 

and Cointreau, Famouse Grouse, Amarula, and now Captain Morgan. 

 

 

ABOUT GOLDKENN® 
In 1980, company founders Steve Goldstein and Christian Belce Kennedy merged elements of their family names to 
create this unique brand. The founders struck gold when they combined two quintessential Swiss symbols, banks and 
chocolate, to form the now world-famous GOLDKENN Goldbar®. GOLDKENN gained recognition through its unique 
spectrum of innovative, high quality Swiss chocolates sold through a new market niche, that of Duty Free. GOLDKENN 
later became pioneers in airport retail, before taking the proposition to new heights via in-flight and cruise liner sales. 
Today, from their Neuchâtel base, GOLDKENN continues to create original chocolate confections, the hallmarks of which 
are their innovative appeal and a respect for Switzerland’s longstanding heritage of exquisite chocolate. 
 
GOLDKENN® QUALITY AND DISTRIBUTION 
Each fine GOLDKENN chocolate is created and crafted in Switzerland. By only using choice blends of chocolate, made 
from rigorously controlled supplies of cocoa and other delicious ingredients, such as hazelnuts and almonds, 
GOLDKENN offers chocolate aficionados a range of highly distinctive, luxurious confectionery. With refined flavors 
presented in premium packaging, GOLDKENN is sold in over 250 international airports and Duty Free shops, on-board 
approximately 30 airlines as well as on a selection of international cruise lines. 
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